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ReviewsDeftones
Diamond Eyes
   Deftones’ newest album, Diamond Eyes, may 
be the band’s most aggression-laden work thus 
far. Due on May 5, the likewise named single 
“Diamond Eyes” features heavy, low-tuned guitar 
work by both Stephen Carpenter and lead vocalist 
Chino Moreno who leads the rhythm with a 
melancholic, yet dynamic vocal range. 
   Deftones originally planned to release the 
album Eros in 2009 before the conception of 

Diamond Eyes came to fruition, but due to bassist 
Chi Cheng’s car accident-related coma and 
other issues, they decided to “delay the release 
indefinitely” stating on their official website that 
they realized near the completion of the project 
that it didn’t reflect their image. So, with Eros up 
in the air, fans will have to make do with their 
latest installment, which doesn’t look like it will 
disappoint in the slightest.
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Papa Roach

The Prime
One Uppers

Stone Temple Pilots
New Self-Titled Album

  Papa Roach’s latest effort involves an upcoming 
live album of the last show of their 2009 co-
headliner tour with Shinedown. The album 
remains unnamed, and lead singer Jacoby Shaddix 
said in a blog March 14th on the band’s official 
Web site that they were in the studio recording 
five new tracks to compliment the live album. 
Shaddix has confirmed the name of one of the 
new songs being recorded, “One of These Days,” 

though no further information has been released 
at this point beside the teaser trailer for the album. 
Judging by the latest release and their history of 
genre jumping, a live album may or may not be a 
wise decision for the band, depending on what the 
additional five studio tracks have to offer. Papa 
Roach’s live album will be released sometime 
this summer.

    The Prime’s debut album, One Uppers, is a 12-
track powerhouse of indie hip-hop that screams 
for attention. The clothing company LRG  helped 
produce collaboration album, which includes hip-
hop artists Sapient (Sandpeople, Debaser) and 
Luckyiam (Living Legends). 
   Both have released a number of solo albums that 
have gained critical  acclaim from the Portland and 
Los Angeles scenes respectively, and now the duo 
fuse their styles together to dish out superfluous 
lyrical melodies over an aggregation of 16-
bit sound effects and real/artificial drum beats, 
accented with song sampling here and there. 
   “Nerd rappers won’t like this. Gangster rappers 
won’t like this. Indie rockers won’t like this. This 

is for the heads,” Sapient said of the track “All-
Star Crushfest,” a badge for the album to represent 
the avant-garde approach to the duo’s flow. “On a 
major label, you’re under their control. They spend 
all this money on studio engineers, mastering 
and the album artwork. I produce it all with a 
microphone in my basement, and do the mastering 
and artwork. The only thing it takes is our time 
and we’re willing to invest that,” Sapient said in 
an interview with TheMashup.net’s Bobby James 
on the feel of making indie music.
   With this one under their belt, the next project 
they decide to embark on in the future can only 
define success for them.

   It seems that Stone Temple Pilots hasn’t truly been 
hindered at all in the recent years. Amid the decline 
of radio hits with each successive album and a 
potential fistfight taking place between guitarist 
Dean DeLeo and vocalist Scott Weiland in the last 
show of their 2002 Fall tour, the death stroke of 
the band seemed to close in. Erasing the past and 
grasping the future, Stone Temple Pilots has re-
emerged with their sixth studio album, a self-titled 
“re-debut” due May 25. The lead track, “Between 

the Lines,” is what bassist Robert DeLeo described 
to SPIN magazine in a January interview as being 
“musically like Paul Revere and the Raiders ‘60s 
sound,” and can be heard on the virtual playlist of 
their Myspace.com profile. The album will sure 
please the cult followers of the band’s overlooked 
1996 album, Tiny Music, if the rest of the album 
sounds like the currently released song. Stone 
Temple Pilots have just started their international 
tour on March 27 with more dates to come.


